
















What do you feel like are my strengths?
66 responses

Energy, personable, great at understanding the Now of each pitcher (2)

The enthusiasm that you have during games and practice helps every player on our team to remain
positive, and helps us focus on pursuing the crown. (2)

Bluntness, knowledge

high energy, very knowledgeable about baseball, and enjoyable to be around.

Organization, integrity, communication, leadership, baseball knowledge

Knowledge of the game, slotting appropriate playing time & reps, and keeping players in control.

You have great knowledge of baseball, and do a good job coaching us with the the knowledge you have.
You do your best to connect to us on a level that is more then baseball, and you also dementrate your
Christian values while coaching. You are understanding, but still expect the most out of us as players.

Your strengths are you are always on time, prepared, and ready to go. You listen to players and what they
have to say. Wether it be an extra round of BP or that they are sore. You never push someone to injury and
are never afraid to give instruction for pitchers mid game or even mid at bat. You have full con=dence in
your players and will always admit your mistakes, which I appreciate.

Organization and ability to put a plan together and keep it, also keeping us disciplined

Optimism and Nexibility

Leadership and organization

Your well organized, hard working, communicate very well.

Very loose, energetic, and easy to talk to.

Hitting and catching

Pitching

Helping me accomplish what my goals are in baseball. I appreciate your help in pitching and helping me
grow there.

You always give us words of encouragement to get through the game.

You are honest with me, you don't bull crap me. If I'm not doing something right, you give me enough reps
until I feel like I got it right.

I appreciated the help you gave me with hitting.

You show us how to always play like an Impact Athlete no matter what.



You are very enthusiastic and always positive. I've never seen you really mad.

Knowledgeable, Serious, Fair, Directness, Offensive Development

Giving constructive criticism that is easy to understand. Explains things clearly.

Figuring out issues with hitting and providing pointers for improvement

Pitching, Helpful, Supportive

Your ability to =nd coaching moments in everything and how you never get down on our team.

Good coach, helped me a lot with catching

Relationship building and accountability

Able to joke around but still coach us up.

Helping in making pitches more effective to improve as a pitcher

Always on top of game management

Very personable and high energy

Understanding. Is knowledgeable about the game and is able to address each players needs.

Communicating skills and situational awareness

Planning for everything that could happen on and off the =eld.

Having energy and being able to tell a pitcher exactly what they need to =x on a pitch to pitch basis.

Your energy and positive attitude. You are good at identifying players' strengths.

You always have a plan and schedule for games, practices. Good communication on playing time and
roles during tournaments.

You make sure that we hustle and be respectful to other teams as well as the umpires even when they
give bad calls

Helping in=eld and middle In=eld in particular on wag to improve our =elding

Everyone is always doing something

Advice and tips while pitching and always being positive

Always communicating ways I can improve. Practices are interesting and e]cient. High level of focus at
practices and games.

Relating to players on a personal level.

Being able to calm a worked up player down and to pick us up and inspire us to be better

Helping out the pitchers and and picking us up when we're down



You are always honest and help me believe in myself

CAlm cool and collected even when losing

Attitude, baseball knowledge

Pitching knowledge, stepping into the head coach role when Coach Matt is not available.

always prepared and time management

helping develop players for the next level

Your passion for the game and high baseball knowledge. 
The respectful way you teach and inspire.

High energy and outgoing. Eager to share your knowledge.

I appreciate the work that you put into this program and the enthusiasm that you have for each player.

Carrying forth the values of the Impact organization, being a positive role model and developing young
men.

Good baseball fundamentals

ability to set a standard and hold people accountable
personable
athletic
explains and teaches in a way I can understand
can tell he cares about us

Being Calm
Positive

Being a good in=elder

You are Always well prepared and have a plan for us to be successful. I have always appreciated how you
consistently push me to get better, pointing out areas I can improve, and leading by example when it
comes to playing for a higher purpose and HAT.

Keeping calm during gamed

Enthusiastic, approachable, very good attitude, always helpful even when player makes a mistake and
good person all around

Very good at explaining drills to the middle in=elders, very up beat and positive and was nice and
approachable


